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From the Eclitor

D

o you find that writing is a challenge? Do
you get a "writer's block" when
you sit down to write your
term papers or class reports?

At times, you may hear that
many Native elders and councils made their decisions only
after reflecting on how those
decisions would affect the
seven generations in the future.
They were thinking long term,
100 or 150 or 200 years after
their times.

Over the last two decades,
I've found that one of the
challenges of writing a Letter
frolll the Editor is that it needs
to be tilllely as well as timeless.
When we focus on our
Because, although I'm workstudies, acquiring skills, we are
ing on this editorial just after
preparing for the future. When
Thanksgiving, most of you
we plant trees and protect natwon't see it until January, and
ural places, conserve energy by
some will read it by Valentine's
reducing use of gasoline, oil,
Art by PallIa Gregovich
Day or perhaps in Spring! So, I need to
coal, wood, or water, we are thinking of
write something that will be useful for
our common future. When we buy enera long while. Now that takes some hard thinking, right? gy-efficient appliances, reusable and long-lasting things
Actually, all good things take time in life!
(rather than disposable, one-use things like paper/plasI often contemplate the topic and the approach I tic cups and plates, etc.), we are thinking of our longmight take to write about it during my daily, unhur- term impact on the environment. When we reject the
ried, walking meditations ~ike the Buddhist teacher, Thich growing tradition of the birthday party goodie bagsNhat Hanh suggests). I also think about what I am writ- full of short lifespan, cheap, plastic toys and trinketsing while falling asleep at night, or as I wake up in the we are thinking of the future generations, because
morning. I welcome suggestions and constructive criti- throw-away things are a huge burden on the biosphere.
cisms from our editorial interns and staff. I reread and When we remember to take our own containers and
bags to the store, that's thinking of the future.
edit my writing several times before I say, "That's it."
What we do today paves the way for tomorrow.
Even sports and hobbies help us in our future as adults.
Have you observed that cubs, kittens and puppies learn
by playing and observing others? We study math, sciences, languages, literature, humanities, arts, etc. because
we can use the knowledge, skills and training as we
study or practice our future professions-as accountants, artists, construction workers, doctors, engineers,
nurses, teachers or technicians-and contribute to the
family, community and society. (True, many of our
efforts are focused on acquiring skills that would bring
us a good job and i/lcollle!)
Often, we think of only now-today, tomorrow,
our next vacation or the next year. And, we tend to
forget the past. If we could remember our history and
truly understand our past-the mistakes, the decisions
that defined our destiny and lessons we should have
learned, we would surely make wise decisions!
Jan. - Feb. 2010

We buy things because we think we want them.
But after a week or two, we may discover that we no
longer care for them and they may get tossed in a closet or in the garage (aka 'garbage'!) to collect dust! There
is an age-old saying in Marathi, my mother tongue in
India. It says, "Navyache nau deevus!JJ (Newness lasts
for only nine days.) So, if your parents did not give in
to your demands for a new toy or gadget, don't think
they are being mean to you. Perhaps they are thinking
of your future, our common future. It is true that often
we adults forget the passion, desires and drives that you,
our young ones, our common future, have. For this, we
ask for your understanding and forgiveness.
Welcome to 2010, the New Year for now! Soon, it
will be the rear of Tiger, the Chinese New Year, which
falls on Valentine's Day, 14 February and then Navrouz,
the Persian New Year, which is celebrated in Central
Asia near Spring Equinox each year.
_ A. N. T.
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Life Goes On

~ ~

Sometimes days are rough;
nights can be lonely;
Our dreams may be crushed,
however that is only,
if we don't stand up tall
and face tomorrow.
We will still live in the sadness of today,
having to cope with all the sorrow,
But at the end of the day,
or an hour or two,
we start to notice things in life
that no doubt are true.
We are loved by our parents,
our family, our friends.
We all have precious memories
and days we wish would not end.
Life goes on.
We'll do bigger and better things.
We will all have new desires, aspirations,
and even bigger dreams.
And when the going goes rough,
things don't go as we planned,
remember, life goes on.

1010 Youth Honor Awarcls
Writings and Art on Culture & Diversity,
Family & Society, Nature & Environment,
Dreams & Visions, Youth Activism, Creative
Conflict Resolution, Peace & Justice...
Send by 20 June 2010 to: Skipping Stones
Po. Box 3939, Eugene, OR 97403 USA
E-Mail to: Editor@SkippingStones.org

Wanted!

Your Creations for our Pages

We welcome your artistic and original work for
publication in each issue. If you would like to see
the kind of work we've published, read some back
issues. You can request a few back issues at 50% off!
Prose (800 words), poems (30 lines), photos/art (up
to 8 pieces). Send with a cover letter and SASE to:

Skipping Stones Po.Box 3939 Eugene, OR 97403
or by E-mail: editor@SkippingStones.org
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Send your What's On Your Mind? (250 words,
max.) entries to: editor@SkippingStones.org

Mind?

No More Victims of the
"I Do Not Speak English Curse"

How Would You FeeL ..
How would you feel,
If you were a bit different,
The butt of all the jokes,
And the reason behind the laughter?

ome citizens and non-citizens of the United States
become victims of the legal system because they
cannot communicate in English for they only speak one
language, their native language. Legal offenses occur,
which leads to arrests, simply because these individuals
do not comprehend the English writing on a sign, such
as Do Not Enter. Ignorance is not an excuse or defense,
and it unfortunately does not provide a Get Out ofJail
Free opportunity. I will strive to obtain a law degree to be
a lawyer who gives professional legal advice, which may
lead to the elimination of the "I do not speak English
curse" many people experience.

S

How would you feel,
If you were simply being yourself,
But somehow being yourself,
Just wasn't good enough?
How would you feel,
If you couldn't help it,
You couldn't help the way,
You acted like you did?
How would you feel,
If your whole class shunned you,
And you stood always,
On the outside looking in?
But wouldn't you feel great,
If you had just one true friend,
One friendly smile or reaching out hand,
To see you the way you truly are?
How would you feel?
-Raychel Shipley, 13, Pennsylvania.

When people rely on legal advice and translations
from family and friends, quite frequently they bare the
burden of the "I do not speak English Curse," and become
a victim all over again. Although family and friends may
have good intentions, their lack of knowledge of the
legal system causes problems. In other cases, predicaments
transpire when the translator is not fluent in either language, and is unaware that their translations are incorrect.
Situations such as these often occur because the victims
do not have a high school diploma or college degree, and,
in numerous instances, the victims do not even have a
grade school education.
Education is the ultimate defense people can possess. As the saying goes, "Knowledge Is Power." As a firm
believer in this statement, I constantly remind my friends,
niece and nephews of this, and they all tell me, "It seems as
if you have the 'Knowledge is Power' saying engraved on
your brain." To not enroll in college is not an option for
me. For many individuals, higher education is an unreachable dream because they lack the funds colleges and universities charge for registration, tuition, books, a computer,
and room and board. I currently face a similar financial
situation because both of my parents
have chronic illnesses.
Those who fall victim to the "I
do not speak English curse" deserve a
proper defense. I am certain that with
a law degree, I can help individuals
learn their legal rights and ultimately
free them from the curse.

Art by Paula Gregovich, Oregon.
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-Matthew Eliott Mendoza, 17, Mexical1 American, 'Texas.
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f you turn on your TV to any news channel right
now, you are almost guaranteed to find something about the war in Iraq or Afghanistan. Ever since
September 11th 2001, Muslims have been the targets of
racial profiling around the world, especially in the U.S.

I

I didn't pay much attention to it for a very long
time. In fact, most people still don't. But racial· profiling
against Muslims is a serious thing in the world today.
It's everywhere-in our schools, our public places,
malls, and airports. There are many Muslims being
stopped and questioned by the federal government
because they are suspected of being terrorists. I have
even heard some of my own family members talk
about Muslims only as terrorists and not as people. But
the important thing to remember is that all Muslims
aren't murderers and most of them oppose violence.
The first thing people should realize is the need to
separate religion from government and society. Then
maybe no one would discriminate against one of my
friends, who practices Islam. She wears a hUab, which is
a head scarf that many Muslim women wear. Because
of this, her religion is very noticeable, and she is therefore often a victim of racial profiling. I met her at the
beginning of the school year and I can already say she is
one of the kindest people I've met in a very long time.
Just because she is Muslim doesn't mean she is a terrorist. In fact, she has told me herself that she has protested
against terrorism frequently. You see, Islam is a religion.
The problem is not religion, but how certain people misuse it. A small group of political leaders that just
happen to practice Islam have terrorized the world
with their violence. We know this from the events of
September 11th and the London bombings. The problem is that these political leaders want power and they'll
do anything to get it. People like Osama bin Laden
have stated that they have attacked certain countries
in the name of Islam, because Allah told them to. The
Taliban in Afghanistan is also a political group that will
do anything to keep their power. They have told their
country's people that the Taliban's rules must be followed because it is Allah's will. They also use police terror and propaganda to force the people of Afghanistan
to follow their rules and prevent women from being
equals in society. This is why we are so obsessed with
the idea that all Muslims are terrorists. It is simply not
Page 6

true. The only truth is that Islam is a peaceful religion.
In fact, the Qur'an states that all are equal and we must
promote peace. Most Muslims are living in cruel dictatorships, but they only want equality and freedom as
their religion suggests. The dictators and political leaders have misused their own religion to gain power. The
Muslim people are suffering for it. This is the truth.
I have read many books on this subject, both fiction
and nonfiction. I have watched films and even wrote a
research paper for school about racial profiling against
people of this peaceful religion. All religions have
extremists and criminals, so why do we focus only on
this one? It is true that the war on terror has impacted
the world greatly, but ask yourself Should all Muslim
people be paying for it?

-Jennifer Christensen, 14, Massachusetts, adds, "1 am
Norwegian, Irish and Canadian
French. Although I am not of
Middle Eastern culture, 1 think it
is important to recognize the hardships Muslims. 1 feel it is important
for people to know what is going on
in the world, because we shouldn't
just be thinking about our own lives.
77tat is why I love to write."

'm
'~
We are different, we are the same
People don't understand your benign ways
They don't understand
What they do not know
They feel apprehension because they do not know
Their malignant justice is unfair
They don't care
Because they never took the time to understand,
They will stay devoid of knowledge,
Of bravery, of generosity
They are cynical because they do not know
They reject the recluse because they do not know
Their society's criteria is unfair
They don't care
Why can't they see that all the differences in the world
don't make a difference?
We are the same.

Skipping Stones

-Jennifer Christensen, 14, Massachusetts.
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Corner, A Circle

**

Chatter, jabber, push, shove
Girls gossip, boys fight
always in their tight circle.
I am alone in my corner away
from the ideal
circle of warmth, comfort,
Friendship.
I am used to invisibility, anonym.ity, aloneness.
Occasionally sadness and
Anger wash over me, a
violent wave, smoothing me to
perfection.
I am used to it, I have
conquered my feelings
One head turns from the circle, then
more. First I stare back
defiantly then I am
confused when they do not
look away.
One gesture and I am in the circle
laughing with everyone,
smiling.
One moment there changes me.
The wave created no perfection, only
darkness.
I had not conquered my feelings,
I used hate to smother them.
I let myself harden my heart.
But now I know.
I have been drawn out of solitude.
I am placed in togetherness.
I am known.

The Corridor
my pen touches paper
scratching fills the hallowed hall
my pen soars and so do i
to places where grammar and reality
does not exist
there is only me until
my name is called
the pen leaves its spouse
the paper and
ideas leave its spouse
my brain.
Already I am refined to reality.
Rules. Smoothing my
skirt I get up and leave.
Jan. - Feb. 2010

Eclilo,'s Mailbag
Dear Skippil1g Stol1es
Thank you for showing interest in my poetry. It inspires
me to write even better when I know that I will be appreciated
for it. My parents moved here from the Philippines. I was born
in America, however. I joke that I am 99.8% Filipino and have
one drop of both Spanish and Chinese blood. in me. I worry
that I will slowly lose my heritage in this strange land. I can't say
that America is the land of my father's, because it isn't. I am just
glad that my children can say it is their motherland, and that she
made the country her home.
I am growing up with certain values that have always separated me from other children. My values are nothing nowadays,
and I'm just a dork in glasses who would rather read than play
video games. Sure, I have friends and I am glad that have five
true friends.
I hope to become a doctor someday and write a book in
simple language, explaining to parents how to cure their children's illnesses, or even just telling them what those illnesses are.
I want to help people, because I don't want anyone to think that
they cannot be helped. Anyone can be helped if we just look at
them and listen to them.
My inspiration for "A Corner, A Circle" was my own personal life, always resenting the "in-crowd," always secretly hoping that their warm arms would invite me in. Yet, still I remain
the smart geek just standing in the corner raising her hand, and
I realize that I wouldn't have it any other way.
"The Corridor" was another insight into my life. When
I read or write, rules, drama and my problems are left behind.
Countless times, I have been drawn out of my magic world to
"do something productive" or "to study harder" and my normal
life returns.
No one really understands what happens in my head when
I read-I'm not sure I do either-but reading makes me a better person. Certain books affect me in certain ways. That's why
I read them over and over even though I know the plot and can
quote what the characters say. I hope
that I can still make a little more
of that moral rub off on me, and
then maybe I can become as close
to the perfect daughter or student
that I can be. I don't try too hard,
though, because becoming the perfect daughter or student just isn't me.
I am not ready to give myself up to
please anybody. And I won't, ever.

-Maria (Victoria) S. Castillo, 12,
New Jersey.
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Tori's Story
his summer, I was visiting my
granddaughter Allyson (left)
dnd a very close friend of hers, Tori,
came over. Tori (right) had graduated
early from high school and was planning to take a year off from school.

T

Tori told me she had heard about
a community called Lost Valley in
Oregon and she was interested in
finding out if that's something she
should check out. When I shared with her that I had
been there on a number of occasions and that it was
no further than about 12 miles from where I lived in
Eugene, she was even more excited.
Right away, I asked Tori if she would like me to
visit Lost Valley Community, upon my return home, to
.investigate it thoroughly and see if it would be suitable
for her learning experiences.
After visiting folks at Lost Valley, I called Tori and
had a long conversation. I also told her about Skipping
Stones and asked whether she would like to share her
adventures in her "free year" with Skipping Stones readers. She was open to this idea. I sent her a series of
questions to help her frame her possible article:

• What were yourfirst thoughts eifter high school about
how to create the life you want?
• Did you discard plans and keep making new ones?
• How did you feel you needed to prepare yourself to
carry out your plans?
• Did you talk to lots
own thoughts?

if people or did you trust your

• Did you investigate places to go? Was that helpful?
• Can you give advice to other high school graduates
who are searching to find their own path in life?
Tori, thank you for sharing your thoughts. They are
a great gift to all readers, especially the ones who are
getting ready to graduate from high school this year!

Dear Readers, whenever you work on creating
adventurous plans, I invite you to share them with me.
We can become bonded in e-mail friendships. You can
always count on Hanna's joining you in these meaningful experiences. Let's Keep in touch.

In Peace,
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"Even in my junior year, I
knew that I did not want to go
straight to college. I wanted to be,
what I called, "off the track." The
way I saw it, there was a track that
led straight from public school to
university to graduate school to
a career. Some people saw college as a grand adventure, but for
me, it was all a made-up life path
with too much emphasis on the
head and not enough on the hands or the heart! I felt
that I needed to learn some real skills before immersing myself in intellectualism for four years. I wanted to
spend some time learning how to live effectively. More
than just getting my driver's license or having a retail
job, I wanted to learn to do things that truly interested
me: growing food, being self-sufficient in the woods,
developing my skills as a performing musician, traveling on my own, meditating more deeply, hiking long
distances. I had things I needed to do before settling
down again. School was wonderful in many ways for
me, but it was also exhausting. And I wanted a break.
However, I have already seen a few flaws in my
planning of my "gap year," even though it's only
November. To anyone who is considering taking a year
off, I urge you to analyze yourself over and over-and
don't ignore others' analyses either-until you have
unearthed the roots of your thinking.
There were several things I miscalculated. I underestimated how much I need friends, a peer group and
a community. Being deprived of my amazing support
system-made up of my neighborhood friends (who
have now all dispersed around the East Coast to different colleges), my close-knit schoolmates and my loving
teachers-was a real blow to me. I had never realized
so powerfully that I am someone who thrives on love.
It is not so much about ~eceiving love from others, but
rather being able to love them in return. This was one
of the main reasons I was drawn to communal living
and ecovillages as places to try and work during my
year off--but I had never known it was so vital.
I had also overestimated my own abilities and skills.
I expected many fantastic things of myself, like playing solo shows at D.C. music clubs, getting a job at a
wildly-hip downtown coffeehouse and traveli·ng across
the country to live in some fabulous community with a
bunch of other young people like me.

Skipping Stones
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To add to all of this, I was only 17 when I graduated (I would soon be turning 18!), so laws prohibited
me from doing some of these things. Also I am a girl,
which, unfortunately, means that there were safety
concerns and subtle discrimination that I encountered.
Finally, there is a recession in full-swing, so nearly all
of the places that I applied for a job at were not hiring
and actually letting people go. I was not prepared for
this situation. In effect, the past three months have been
turbulent and difficult. However, I am now grounded
in my acceptance of where and who I am.
Much of this acceptance came from my study and
practice of Buddhism. Gleaning wisdom from Buddhist
teachers that I respect and practicing meditation has
been a refuge for me. The lessons I have learnedthings like blamelessness (not putting fault on myself
or others), equanimity (not letting external conditions
determine my happiness), and loving-kindness have
enriched me and enriched this experiment I am calling
a "year off."
Another refuge for me is nature. I made a realization earlier this fall that if I ever felt isolated or lonely,
I could simply step outside and feel comforted by the
giant oaks, falling leaves and bright moon. This was a
wonderful thing to realize, for it means that I will never
truly be alone.

Some things that I have done during summer andJail:
• Beach Camping in Delaware: tenting in a field,
swimming in the ocean, sleeping on pristine dunes.
• Section-backpacking on the Appalachian Trail witj1 my
Jour best friends: being scared out of our wits in the dark
forest, meeting interesting through-hikers, seeing a bear
face-to-face, learning how to live peacefully in a group.
• A Buddhist retreat Jar young people: strengthening
my meditation practice, finding glimpses of inner tranquility, forging new relationships.
• Five l/leeks recording an album of original Jolk music:
testing my mental endurance, growing my musical
skills, unleashing creativity.
• Playing gigs at local venues: gaining confidence
performing, discovering the nc. music scene, finding
incredible peace on stage.
• "Teaching myself new things: baking bread, creating a
web site, tying many types of knots, identifYing plants.
• Working at a community art store: learning sales
skills, understanding how a store works, meeting artists.
Now, a list of things I hope to do, in the winter,
Jan. - Feb. 2010

spring and second summer
of my year off the track:
• Winter wilderness
school in upstate New York.
• A patched-together
"tour" in February, playing
music shows at a few colleges where my friends are.
• Working on a farm in
the South through WWOOF,
World Wide Opportunities on Organic Farms.
• Hiking the Long Trail in Vermont.
Of course, my plans are much more adventurous
than what I have done so far. Mostly this is because I
have more time to plan these things, and planning, I
now realize, is crucially important in this day and age!
Also, turning 18 opens up a lot of new doors. But it's
also because it is much easier to imagine spectacular
feats than to actually do them. That is something I have
had to come to grips with and is one of the reasons I
am spending the first half of my year living at home.
At times I feel defeated, because I hear stories from
other people I know about their wild adventuresbackpacking through Europe, biking across the U.S. or
working on an olive farm in Italy. Then I remind myself,
that is who they are, and this is who I am. I believe that
experiences or actions are not what truly impact a person; it is the mindset that person holds.
By having a certain mindset, such as one of peace,
gratitude, love, optimism, contentment or acceptance,
experiences can take on a whole new meaning. These
days, even the smallest things can bring joy to me, like
the hike I took by myself in the beautiful colors of fall, a
long phone conversation with a friend, looking at flowers by the stream batik near my house or writing music
for hours on end. Through this I am letting more subtle
parts of me come forth. In the next few months, when
I embark on some more dramatic experiences, I am sure
I will learn the concrete skills that I set out trying to
learn. But I am learning things of an altogether different
nature all the time.
To conclude, I want to mention something else I
misjudged: the perceived "track." It is not public school,
college, graduate school, career, etc. The track is following anyone or anything, blindly. And cff the track is doing
what you truly want to do, whether it is college or taking a year off. "
-TOri Heller (see photo above), 17, Maryland.
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Train Trip to Mississippi
was going on the train all the way to Mississippi
to see Grandma and Grandpa. Only Mama, my
baby brother, Paul, and I were going because Daddy
had to work. We lived in Chicago, and the year was
1955. I felt very big and important standing beside my
mother in the train station. I was wearing my Sunday
clothes-navy blue coat and a matching hat, black
patent leather shoes and white dress socks with lace
around the tops. It's funny, but I don't remember the
dress I had on. I kept trying to see everything at once.
There were lots and lots of people everywhere, moving this way and that way, and some were standing still
in long lines. The train station was huge, just about
the biggest place I'd ever been inside of. There were
so many trains. They were taller than
Mama and Daddy standing on top of
each other. I was just a little worried
about taking the wrong train.

T

We had to take two trains to get
all the way to Clarksdale, Mississippi,
I sat beside Mama on the first train,
trying to see out of the window. But
the window was so high I had to get
on my knees to see out of it. Every
now and then a man with a navy blue
coat and hat would come by and ask
for Mama's ticket then he would punch holes in it and
hand it back to her. I fell asleep while we waited in a
small station for the next train. On this train the window was just as high, so I was sitting quietly by Mama
while she held sleeping Paul. When the man came to
punch holes in our ticket, he asked Mom for my ticket
and she said I didn't need one because I was only five.
I don't remember nor did I understand everything that
was said after that. But after the man left, Mama pulled
me onto her lap and she held me the rest of the train
trip while tears ran down her face. I remember thinking, I hate that man for making Mama cry.
When we finally returned home, my mom told
Daddy what had happened on the train, and we were
never allowed to ride the train again. I was an adult
with children of my own before I fully understood
what had happened on that train trip to Mississippi.
My family and I moved to Eugene, Oregon in
August of 1981. My son was four and my daughter was
three. There was a recession going on and it was very
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difficult to find a job. It was even more difficult if you
were African American. But finally, after lots of prayers
and job searching, I was hired as a librarian for the
Springfield School District in January of 1983.
One day I came home from work and my husband
met me at the door. Something had happened at school
which upset my five-year-old daughter very much. She
had come home crying. She would not tell her dad
what had happened, so I went in to speak with her. I
asked, "Baby, what happened at school today?" She said,
"Well, Martha (I'm making up a name here) passed out
birthday invitations to everyone in the class except me,
and I thought maybe she just forgot mine. So I went
over to her and said, 'I want to come to your birthday
party. Where is my invitation?' And
she said, 'Oh, you can't come to
my birthday party, you're black.'"
It hit me like a slap in my face.
Oh my God, that's why we never
rode the train South again, that
is. why my parents never stopped
at restaurants or motels along the
highway while traveling in the
South. That's why my parents were
so strict. I had always thought of
it as mean, all those years. But my
parents weren't being mean, this was their way of protecting us from the ugliness of segregation and racism.
What words could my father use to explain why we
were not wanted, why we couldn't use a "White Only"
bathroom. As I watched the tears run down my beautiful, little girl's face, all these images and emotions ran
through my mind. I understood that there were no
words to erase the hurt and the damage that occurred
the moment the little white girl told my daughter she
wasn't invited because she was black.
My daughter's life was changed forever. She would
now go through years of being uncomfortable in her
own skin color. She will always remember the first
time she was told she was not wanted because she was
black, just as I will always remember the train ride to
Mississippi. Can you imagine the language the white
conductor used to upset my mother, to the point
where she held me the remaining distance ~hile she
wept? If you can't, I can.

Skipping Stones

-Paulette Ansari, storyteller and our board member.
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CULTURAL COLUGE

What Freedom Means to Me
Freedom is very important to me because my
ancestors were not free people. They were slaves treated
very badly because of the color of their skin. My ancestors did not have the right to make any decisions at all,
not even about their own lives. They were beaten to
death if they disobeyed the slave owners.
Today, my people are free, and I am free.

The writing and art on this spread comes via the
local ACT-SO (Academic, Cultural, Technological and
Scientific Olympics) Contest. ACT-SO is a year-long
enrichment program that encourages high academic
and cultural achievement among African-American
high school students. (For elementary and middle graders,
there is a similar program called Junior ACT-SO). It is made
possible by the dedication and commitment of community volunteers and local business leaders; who serve
as mentors and coaches to promote academic and artistic excellence among African-American students.
The program offers learning experience through
enrichment, mentorship and field trips. It also mobilizes the community for the promotion of academic
and artistic excellence among African-American youth.
Last but not the least, it provides and assists AfricanAmerican students with the necessary tools to establish
goals and acquire the confidence and training to make
a successful contribution to society.

Skipping Stones, committed to promoting creativity
and diversity, is pleased to support the ACT-SO youth.

The Cover Artist:

We are free to be in charge of our own lives and
have the same equal rights as other people. Freedom
means everything to me, like being proud of our new
president of the United States of America, Barack
Obama. I am proud to be an African American girl,
who is free from slavery, free to be in charge of my
life and free to attend a very nice school like Prairie
Mountain, which welcomes children of color and treats
all the kids equally.
To me, freedom means I can be on the swim team
and attend piano lessons in a studio, where I can participate with children who aren't African Americans.
Freedom to me also means I have the rights that my
ancestors didn't have.
Having freedom and equal rights means I have
to be responsible for my actions. Being responsible
means I must be safe, respectful and do my personal
best to achieve the best that life has to offer me. When
I achieve the best that life has to offer me, I will be
fulfilling the dreams of my ancestors. I must always lift
people up, never put them down and do my personal
best all around.
I thank God that I am free to live where people
respect one another, work as a community and learn
together to succeed both today and tomorrow.
This is what freedom means to me.

-Asia Tisean Wooten, 12, AJrican American, Oregon.
She enjoys swilllming and playing piano. Below: Asia.

The water color painting oj
a girl suifing in HalfJaii on the
front cover and the painting above
were done by Maya Agapito, 13,
AJrican Americall, Oregon. Maya
loves art, music and dance. Maya
~) and Asia (r) both participate in
the Junior ACT-SO program.
Jan. - Feb. 2010
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* * I See Colors * *

Untitled

I see yellow, I see tan, I see brown
I see so many colors swirling around
I can hear the screaming, though it makes no sound
The prayers, asking for everyone to just be together
Sick of everything people have gone through forever
Tired of always having to remember
I see one over there, and one over here
I ask, what is separating us? Is it fear?
What is it that we hold to our hearts so dear?
Are we afraid that if we love each other it won't be as
bad as we thought?
Or are segregation and hatred just what we have
always been taught?
That everything has to be resolved with the sound of a shot?
Why must we be judged by the color of our skin?
Why can't we be judged by the people that we are within?
Can someone tell me, in the end, who could ever win?
Why does black have to be the opposite of white?
Who really believes that's alright?
I see the ones so tired of having to fight
I see proud, boasting, secure majorities
I see worried, hassled, confused minorities
I see abuse, given by the authorities
There are some that pretend to have built up immunities
To all this sickness there is in our country's communities
That's just as ever-present as adult illiteracies
Is there anyone that can help put this to an end?
Do we have to go through the pain, time and
time and time again?
A message I know so many want to send
African, Asian, Caucasian, Indian, mixed
Why can't our view of people ever be fixed?
Or is any hope of moving on going to be nixed?
You don't have to give into every stereotype
Whether it's gangs, music, clothes or pipe
Not everyone has to be caught up in the hype
The slurs, the comments, the insults, the pain
Hidden, hurt feelings and cascading tears like rain
Everyone pretending it's okay, doing it all in vain
It hurts me to see how far we've come
But the importance is getting to all but some
Those that see the hurt and choose to be numb
I see yellow, I see tan, I see brown.
-Sasha Ellis (above), 16, African American & Chinese
American, Oregon. She likes reading, writing poetry and music.
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An African in America
My soul bleeds on this paper
I was born on the land where black blood has
Been spilled for a thousand years
Where your great grandparents were born
And struggle was their address
I come from a land where houses are built of concrete
I live in a house not in a jungle
The way I talk is different
My accent to others sounds like words being mumbled
I try to fit in but I don't
Ignorant questions I've been asked and I've answered
Do you ride animals in Africa?
The media portrays Africa the wrong way
There is a bright side to Africa
Every night I watch the sunset
With tears dripping down my cheeks
Like a flowing river
How am I supposed to feel safe?
When I'm referred to as a foreigner?
Saying that I'm black is an
Insult to many because I have
To refer to myself as an African
But I'm black and an African in America
I'm grieving and still am grieving
My dear Africa will I ever set my two eyes on you?
Again is the question I ask day and night
I don't belong here because
They make me feel like an outsider
Will anybody ever put out a hand when I
Need to reach far
It's a hope I have that one day
Someone will open their palms to
This African in America
Because my own homeland Zimbabwe
Is falling apart
I've tried to glue pieces together but
It's going downstream, It's being washed
Away. So here I am in America
I long for a safe place without ignorance

-Chirztidzo Chantelle Mapfumo, 19,
Oregon. She was bom in Zimbabwe and
came to the u.s. in 2007. Her hobbies are
writing poetry, meeting people and learning
languages. She attends community college.
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Jordan's Story: A Blar;I\ Male Stuclent
Grades

Vision and Dreams

I am under the impression that not everyone
understands the importance of grades. In high school,
I see myself as an athlete, and a role model. Many
people see great athletes as being successful on the
field, but not in the classroom. I take my playing on
the field with total pride and seriousness. But I also
know now that in order to get accepted into a Division
One college/university you must have grades to match
your athletic ability. My way of thinking started with
my grandmother, Rose Duhon-Sells and my mother,
Glendolyn Jeanlouis. Ever since I can remember, my
grandmother used to say, "Knowledge is everything!"
At the time that she was telling my older brother
and cousins this, I felt that it was not important because
I was a little kid, only interested in playing sports like
football, baseball and basketball.
I knew that grades were important, yet I didn't
understand how important they were. During my
eighth grade, my mother told me that I could be the
best player in Aldine (my school district), but without
the grades, my ability wouldn't mean a thing. Since
that conversation, two years ago, I have only attained As
and Bs in my 8th, 9th, and 10th grade years. I receive
money for the grade report that shows only As and Bs.

My father's brother was a star baseball player in
high school. He told me that during one of his last
games as a senior, he was baiting the catcher. He would
tell the catcher where he was going to hit the ball, and
there it would go. My uncle then shared with me the
fact that because he did not have good grades, he was
not offered a scholarship, and lost his opportunity to
play college sports. I do not want that to happen to me.

Beginning in my fifth grade, my father began consistently taking me to the stadium to watch football
games, and to see players like Darrel Citizen. That was
my biggest motivation and it made me want to play
well in middle school. I already had a competitive
spirit, so watching these players enabled me to envision
myself doing what they were doing.
I envision and believe that Louisiana State

University's head football coach will come to my house
to talk to my parents about recruiting me to LSU, and
offer me a full scholarship at the end of my senior year.
Race and Sports
I never wanted to be judged by my skin color. I

wanted to start, be a starter and be respected by other
teams. I want the other teams to rethink how they are
going to pitch and play because of my being in the
game.
When I first began playing "kid pitch," the other
team members would not allow me to use their bats. At
first, I felt kind of bad, because I thought that everyone
would look at minorities in the same way. But then,
after a while of being the only person of color on the
team, I decided I wasn't going to allow anyone to affect
my game.
Upon Graduation

The day after my high school graduation, I want
to speak to the athletic director of the university that
I will sign with and enquire about when to report for
summer workouts. I know I will be successful!

-Jordan Wendell Jeanlouis, 10th grade, "Texas. He plays
on the varsity football and baseball teams.

Peer Pressure
I don't really feel that I experience peer pressure.
I do not associate or hang around with those students
who do "bad" or unproductive things. When I am
approached by these students, I ignore them. The students that I associate with believe as I do, and think
that I am a leader. Even though I have had my cell
phone stolen twice, I strive to stay focused and positive. I like girls and enjoy talking to them. Seeing how
my older brother and cousins made poor decisions and
"messed up," I try to remember what's important, while
maintaining my friendships with girls.
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WE WELCOME SUBMISSIONS FROM PEOPLE
OF ANY NATIONALITY, RELIGION, LANGUAGE,
RACE AND AGE. SEND BY SNAI L MAl L TO:
SKIPPING STONES P. O. Box 3939
EUGENE, OR 97403 USA
OR BY E-MAIL TO:

Skipping Stones

editor@skippingstones.org
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Nana Jean: ((Blink
n the blink of an eye,
an unintentional bias
was visible to me, an African
American woman. A man
saw my face as I walked into
a store and reached his hand
back to see if his wallet was
safely in his pocket. On the
street a women catches my eye
a half block away and moves
her purse from the handle of
her baby's stroller to her side as
she arranges the baby's blanket.
What is happening here? Was it
the sight of my brown face that
caused these reactions?
I believe these are cases of "blink of the eye" racism, which are reactions resulting from negative feelings
based on the color of skin. I don't believe it is possible
to be raised in America without some feelings like this
towards black or brown folks of any age. We usually do
not personally choose these ways of seeing people. In
fact we are usually not aware that we have such images
in our heads. Such embedded feelings towards brown
people seem to be in the air we breathe (not to mention the radio and TV waves). How sad, for we know
that most people do not want to be considered capable
of acting like this. How does it happen?
Racism and biases are rooted in stereotypes and
prejudices. A stereotype is a simple image or twisted
truth about a person or group based on a prior judgment of ways people act or their habits and abilities.
Ethnic and racial stereotypes are learned as part of how
and where we are brought up. A good example of this
is a recent conversation that repeated a doll study from
1954. In a video taken in 2006 by a 17-year old fIlm
student, a young black child describes a black doll as
looking "bad" and the white doll as "nice."
Children are a little less able to hide these different
feelings about skin color. Sometimes, even when we
say, "some of my best friends are black," we may mean
that "my best friend" is an exception to stereotypes and,
therefore, other blacks would not be my friends.
It is important to remember that we are designed
to quickly fIgure out who is enemy, and who is friend.
In the past-and certainly in many places in the world

I
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of the Eye)) Racism

today-the ability to quickly
identifY friend or enemy may
be a matter of life or death.
People who respond to their
gut reactions to my brown
skin in surprisingly non-verbal ways may be quite gracious, if given another second
or two. Recent brain research
shows that while most people
have an instant activity in the
"fIght or flight" part of their
brains upon encountering an
unexpected person or situation, a fIrst reaction is often
overridden in a nanosecond,
allowing people to respond as their better, kind and
accepting selves by overcoming built-in biases.
The fIrst evidence of this unconscious bias came
from insects and flowers. Dr. Anthony Greenwald drew
up a list of 25 insect names and 25 flower names and
found that is was far easier to place the flowers in
groups with pleasant words and insects in groups with
unpleasant words rather than the reverse. It was diffIcult to hold a mental picture of insects with words
such as 'dream,' 'candy,' and 'heaven,' and flowers with
words such as 'evil,' 'poison' and 'devil.' Greenwald then
took the next step, using white-sounding names such
as Adam and Emily and black-sounding names such as
Jamal and Latisha, and grouping them with pleasant and
unpleasant words. Greenwald said that he had much
more trouble putting African American names next to
pleasant words than he did putting insect names with
pleasant words.
Knowing that you have a feeling for or against a
group may cause you to more carefully consider your
responses and actions. How do we fInd a key to unlock
this door to the mind? There is a test that has helped
millions of people fInd out more about themselves.
It is called the I.A.T. or Implicit Association Test. The
Teaching Tolerance web site below can also help you to
understand some of the words I have used: www.tolerance.org/hidden_bias/tutorials/04.htrnl.
-Professor Jean Moule, Oregon. For an in-depth
version of this, please see her article in Phi Delta
Kappan Vol. 90, no.5,Jan. 2009 (pages 320-326).
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Meet Halima: A Girl from Africa
alima's dreams and aspirations may be like the
other girls in seventh grade, but the world
she once knew is far different than what she encounters in the United States.

H

Halima says, "In Africa we
lived in a house made of sticks
in a village. Now we live in a
nice house and get to watch TV
Our food was different too. We
ate maize meal and chapatti,
which we cooked over an open
fire. Now I like to cook and eat
spaghetti."
Halima came to America
with her family as a refugee
from KaKuma, Kenya, when
she was ten years old.

Once refugees leave Africa,
they can never return to their
homeland, leaving many relatives
behind.

Meo lTctH-AN£At-l
SEA

"My grandma and grandpa
still live in Somalia, but we talk
on the phone to them," Halima
says. "I can remember helping
my grandma sew baby clothes in
Africa."

ATLA NTI C
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Refugees must adapt to radically new social and material
conditions when they first arrive.
They do not understand American
culture, just as we would not
understand their culture.

*

"I miss how warm it was in
my country. When it was hot
we would play in a big river. We didn't have electricity.
We would take baths outside and pour water over us
with jugs," she explained. "School wasn't like the US. It
was boring because we didn't learn, and all we did was
play games and sing a lot. I think what we do here at
school is hard, but I like doing it. Someday I want to be
a teacher and teach fourth grade."
She remembers riding on a bus, and then flying in
an airplane to Dallas, Texas. Her family lived there for
about a year before moving to Lexington, Nebraska.
Like thousands of other refugees, Halima's family fled
Africa to escape the turmoil and conflict of the longest
running civil war in history.
Each year thousands of displaced people flee Africa
fDr a better life in the United States. Most have to go
through rigorous interviews involving lengthy bureaucracy before they can be considered to enter America.
Health and Human Services, the State Department and
churches work together to help resettle the refugees.
Nebraska has the largest refugee settlements of all
the states in the us. due to its agricultural base. The
meat packing plants are the main attraction for refugees. Employment is easily obtained, and language is
not a barrier.
Jan. - Feb. 2010

"My dad worked with a sewing machine in Africa,
but here he is looking for a job, and my mom works at
the meat packing plant," Halima says.

Halima continues to adjust to the culture in the
United States. "When we first moved here we thought
we had to wear what other people wore," she said. "But
Mom decided that we needed to wear what other
Africans wore."
Because Halima is a Muslim, her religion requires
her to wear long skirts, although girls often wear pants
under their skirts. The older girls also cover their heads.
Halima has a sister named Mana who was in my
first grade class. I have become friends with their family.
Halima sings a song in her native language, eyes
sparkling all the while. She cherishes her memories of
her country while anticipating her exciting future living in the United States.

-Nancy KopJ, elementary school teacher, Nebraska.
A Book of Interest:
My- Name is Sangoel by Karen L. Williams and Khadra
Mohammed, illustr. Catherine Stock (Eerdmans). In this
story of identity and belonging, Sangoel and his family leave the refugee camp in Sudan to find a new life
in the US. Sangoel knows that his name comes from
his ancestors, and that even in America he will still be
Sangoel. But how can he get his classmates to say his
name correctly? Ages 6-9. ISBN 978-0-8028-5307-3.
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Mr. Moon Leaves Home

~-

he moon was a chubby young man before
he married. He lived under water at Lake
Kalimatundu, so the Senga people of Zambia believe,
and never travelled. His first wife was beautiful, and
smart, but stingy. She never finished her cooking, always
saying, Ilavipyenge, "Allow the food to cook thoroughly."
She didn't dish it out for her husband; neither did she
allow him to dish it out for himself.

T

The moon starved, grew thin and bent. That's why
the moon looks like the letter "c" when it first appears
in the sky.
''I'm starved."The moon complained to his wife.

Lekani vipyenge, "Leave the food to cook thoroughly," retorted his wife. "Half-cooked food is no good for
your tummy."
''I'm leaving!" Said the moon in anger, "You're a
Navipyenge, stingy."
"When you come back, the meat will be done."
The moon supported himself on his bamboo walking stick and staggered out ofNavi's hut.
"Are you alright?" Asked the moon's second wife.
"Hunger has eaten me," said the moon, and then
plopped on an old wooden stool.
The second wife rummaged through her hut, gathered bits of cooked pumpkin, sweet potatoes, green
maize and stewed chicken-leftovers from the previous
meal. She laid the meal in front of the moon. "And the
sweet melon will quench your thirst," said the second
wife and sat next to him.
The moon gobbled the food, gulped the melon
juice and belched loudly. Soon he was fast asleep.
When he awoke the next morning, several dishes
of leftovers from the previous night's meal awaited him.
"This is all I could come up with," said the second
wife, adding, "the harvest season is long past and food is
scarce."
But the second wife used her brains to find enough
food to satisfy her husband's hunger. She was resourceful. That's why she was named, Natu[ang'anya (Natu for
short), "One who is resourcefuL"
In a few days the moon gained weight, developed a
big tunmlY, and no longer looked like a "c" but a "D,"
as the moon appears in phase two.
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A Folktale from Zambia} Africa

Although the moon was happy at Natu's hut, he
had to leave soon since his ten days that he was allowed
to spend with each wife were up. Natu had looked
after the moon well. He wasn't sure what to expect
from his third wife.
When the moon arrived at his third wife's hut,
she was, as usual, lying on her side on an old reed mat,
watching a huge pot of stew on the fire. Her plump
body wasn't easy to drag around. She wasn't as beautiful
as the other wives, didn't care too much about herself,
but was most generous with her food.
"You must be hungry and thirsty," said the third
wife turning to face her husband. "Help yourself to
some stew."

"Yaba, Heavens! Smells good," said the moon, "but
is it done?"
"Zubulani waka! Just dish out, cooked or not,"
replied the third wife, "the stomach will know what to
do with it ... and there are mangoes, bananas and matondo fruit, too."
The moon named his third wife, Zubulaninge, "the
generous one."
The moon hurriedly filled his earthen-ware bowl
with the stew and gobbled it all at one go.
For the rest of the days the moon was with Zubu,
as he called his third wife, it was Zubulaninge ... ,
Zubulzninge ... , Zubulaninge ... , dish out this, and fish
out that, of the steaming stew pot. The moon ate to his
satisfaction. His chubby body, a fat protruding belly and
round face came back. That's why the full moon looks
like the letter "0" in the third phase.
The moon had completed one round-from wife
number one to wife number three. Now it was time to
start over again. He hesitated. But custom committed
him to a ten-day rotation among his three wives. He
thought for a while and came up with a compromise
solution. He would cut seven days off his stay at Navi's,
and allow himself more time with Zubu. In this way he
would satisfy the customary requirement while reducing the danger of starvation at his first wife's hut.
Look at the moon at night. To this day he maintains
the rotation and changes shapes gradually, from fingernail to round, and then back to skinny-its trademark.

- Vukani G. Nyirenda, Originally from Zambia, California.
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These Simple Truths
"What I learned from my grandfather, passed dO/lin
From his grancifather, words if lvisdolll of the first people,
the l\Jative AlIlericans. "
Fearlessness is putting your fate in the hands of
the great spirit of creation and not dwelling on the
outcome. All things will be in time. We must boldly
go forward.
Courage is to attempt a task holding great difficulty and hardship and requires Mindful thinking,
and is never reckless.
Patience is staying peacefully and quietly contained, yet alert, keeping a close eye on the fires of
passion. It is not dismissing the feelings; it is holding
them, until the time is right. And that you will learn
to know.
To join in life
We must first be separate.
To live
That's a miracle.
How can we sit in the light
Without a shadow?
No matter how hard we work at it
Nature has her own plan for us in the end.
But to work at creating beauty
Something wonderful, that makes things grow,
That's one of the highest forms oflove.

-Art and words byJon Bush, Massachusetts.

I Asked the Environment...
I asked the moon if he ever got lonely up in the sky
at night...
He told me the stars keep him company.
I asked the stars if they enjoyed looking down
on the world...
They told me they like to watch as the world changes
and shine as bright as they can.
I asked the sky if he liked to hold the stars, and the
moon, and the sun, and the clouds ...
Sky told me it gets heavy sometimes, but he enjoys the
different personalities of the stars, the glow of the moon,
the warmth of the sun, and the trust of the clouds.
I asked them all-the moon, the stars, the sky, the sun,
and the clouds, how they felt about the environment...

They asked me if I wanted a world with dull stars and a
faded moon, gloomy clouds, a cold sun, and a broken sky,
or if I could help them out?
They all responded in the same way. They told me,
Everyone can make a difference.

-Ava Tagliciferro, 13, Pennsylvania.
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Inside of Me
There's a river full of stars.
Sometimes they make their way
to my eyes and I am elated.
Sometimes they flow down, down
to the bottom of my feet.
This is when my heart feels like a black hole,
trying to pull those stars back up,
to reverse the current.
Usually it works
but sometimes those stars stay
at the bottom of that river for a long time.
-Amanda Smith, 8th Grade, Michigan.

inside of Me
Inside of me there's a macaroni penguin
sleeping in an ocean with sharks and fish.
A giant fist with brass knuckles.
,)l!-- "

Inside of me a firefly takes a bite
out of the moon and becomes a fire bee.

/1'

.

-Molly Bremer, grade 3, Illinois. Art: Paula Gregovich.

A green bean grows very tall
and eats three stars a day
for the rest of his life.

You Cry Too

Inside of me there's a river
flowing so fast, and a whale blowing
a pencil in the air. A hawk catches it
in its claws and then drops it
and it stands straight up in the ground.
I imagine a paper dove
following an orphan child.
Whenever the child gets sad
or mad the paper dove--his fathertries to tell him to cool down,
or just sit down and think about it.
-Adam Smith, 6th Grade, Michigan.

* Adam and Amanda's father passed away about six 1110nths
bifore they wrote their two poems above in My. JOhl1 Rybicki's
"Wings if Hope" Poetry Writing Class which he conducts for
children who have bew through a trauma or loss. -editors
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A river is not a man dressed in blue
clothing hurrying to the ocean.
A grave is not a person
who has turned into stone.
An oak tree is not a wooden soldier
waiting to attack.
The stars are not people
who have died
and are now watching over me.

I want to cry so hard it forces the sun
back into your throat
so you have to cry too.
I want to look up at the world
from the bottom, be under the earth
so I can see the way heels and toes click
as they dance together.
I want the terrible wishing back,
the feel of iron twisting in my chest,
I want to say a dove flew through your eyes
and have its pearl wings bring you to your knees.
I want to be the child of a burning mother,
to stab our dinners with icicles
as we wait for father to come home.
I want to cry so hard it forces the sun
back into your throat so you have to
cry too.

Skipping Stones

-Meg Mendenhall, 16, Mississippi.
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S~ipping Stones Stew

T

he glowing light is a sweet picture of the
stars shining in the night sky. The fire softens
my mood like a mother soothing her sleepy child.
The shimmering light creeps up beside me, reminding me of its beauty. The wax from the candle oozes.
Its warmth kisses my cheek. The flame glides like palm
trees swaying in the warm summer breeze. The bright
colors dance across the shadows. Its wick is a tired and
old book, splitting at its spine. The fire jumps like a
jack rabbit hopping through an open field. But suddenly, a breath of air stops the lovely sight, while smoke
pierces the shadows.

CoOJera.tioY'L
Working Together
Why
Why
Why
Why

should
should
should
should

-Allison Ross, 15, African AmericaH, Texas.

I work with others as a team?
we discuss everyone's ideas?
we solve the group's problem peacefully?
I cooperate?

Cooperation is the way to work together each day.
Cooperate to reach your goals in work and play.
Why should
Why should
Why should
Why should

I
I
I
I

do what others expect of me?
do my part in a project?
take the time to meet with others?
cooperate?

Winter Wonderland Word Search

Cooperation is the way to work together each day.
Cooperate to reach your goals in work and play.

-Amina, 12, Anani Memorial International School, Ghana.

Loft
I want to wear my mud like a winter coat,
to slosh tipsy-toed back over the trails
of my mother's hair.
I want to whisper things to her
"
that will make the tears travel
back into her eyes
where they sing lullabies,
shush her to sleep.
I want her to breathe atmosphere
too high for grassy graves,
for Podunk cars, or airplanes.
I want her to drink starlight
so we can catch it on our eyelids
and grow a little taller.
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Find 12 words that start with either snow or ice!
-Julian Mullins, 13, Oregon.

-Johnna Henry, 17, Mississippi.
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Imagine A Language...

American Sign Language, ASL

magine a language you could speak privately,
without a sound. Imagine a language that you
can speak as 'loud' as you want, while discussing secret
plans in the middle of the night. Imagine a silent language that is just as effective as the spoken language
you use now.

The use of ASL in theatre has served as a new and
beautiful form of artistic expression, as well as a platform to introduce the beauty of Deaf culture and the
abilities of the deaf. ASL also has growing support in
the area of scuba diving. ASL is not only used in the
outside world, but also in many homes.

Meet the language of the deaf ASL. American Sign
Language has been around for years. Before the use of
ASL, French Sign Language was introduced to America
around 1817. Brought here by the deaf educators
Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet and Laurent Clerc, ASL is
the third most-spoken language in the United States
and also the fastest growing. It is a
language so expressive, beautiful and
practical, that its appeal has been
tremendous.

ASL is being used in hearing homes for normal
conversations, quick and silent interjections, talking
through windows and even for communication with
the elderly and hard-of-hearing members of families. Most of all, ASL opens up communication with
the thousands of deaf and hard-of-hearing within the
United States, as well as aids in communication with many of the disabled,
autistic or developmentally-delayed.

I

Imagine an actor on stage singing, while simultaneously gesturing
in rhythm with the music. The signs
he makes are intuitive and easily
understood. The song and the words
his hands are speaking make a visual and audio whole.
Imagine a scuba diver who needs to tell his partner
something while they are underwater. His hands move
in the water, and the partner nods in understanding.
Imagine a father on the phone while his daughter
needs to ask him if she can go somewhere NOW She
signs something quickly: "I go?" with a questioning
glance. He nods, she leaves, and all turns out well.
Imagine a caretaker finally making a connection
with an autistic youth, who for the first time is able to
say something and be understood. Imagine the boy's
beaming face in place of his frustrated outbursts of
anger.
Imagine a woman entering a store, but because she
is deaf there is little to no attempt at communication
with her. The clerk makes no effort to speak with her,
nor does he do any more than to check her groceries
out. Now, imagine instead that the clerk signs to her,
asking what sort of bag she wants. The woman's face
lights up because, for once, she has been treated like a
normal person.
All of these are viable, currently active uses for the
language, and all of these have served important purposes.
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Learning American Sign Language
can actually help you get a job.
Medical, legal and caretaking fields will
sometimes give preference to a person
who knows ASL. It saves a company
money to hire only one person, rather
than a separate sign language interpreter. However,
interpreters are still in great demand, and it is also a job
in which you can apply your sign language skills.
There are many resources that can help you learn
this language and you gain many benefits when you do.
For fluency, it is recommended that you take an actual
course at a secondary or collegiate level. You should
also receive plenty of exposure to the Deaf community. To get started, check the library for books, check
out software programs like SignLink and Personal
Communicator and search your area for events for
members of the Deaf community.
If you want to get out of Spanish or French class,
look for an ASL class and .ask to substitute. Many
schools are now carrying ASL as a foreign language
credit.
ASL is the type of language many people only
imagine. It's far better and more expressive than those
secret codes with your fingers that you use in class. It
is an entire language, the type of language that you
might wllnt to learn. Just imagine the look on your
friend's face when you tell her you can sing with your
hands-and then do.

Skipping Stones

-5. Megan Payne, Colorado.
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~nlco'lns: Not as ;1tlfthlcal as ljou Clhlnk
The Unicorn

down the line. By the time the
secret gets to the last person, it's
not your secret anymore. "Math is
fun" might turn into "The teacher
is weird," and "A rare, plant eating
creature with a horn" might have
turned into "A magical horse with
a horn."

A white horse with a
long, twisted horn on its
forehead. These mythical
creatures live only in our
imaginations, but where
did that image come from?
That's a question that no
one can answer for certain,
but there are some animals
that probably began the
unicorn legend.

The Narwhal
Male narwhals are the only
sea creatures with horns. Most
only grow one horn, but they may
occasionally have two. These horns
are really teeth that grow through
the whales' upper lips. The horns
are long, twisted and possibly used
for lancing prey..

The Oryx
Oryxes, from Africa,
belong to the antelope family. They are a brownish
color with black and white
markings. They can live for about twenty years, but are
nearly extinct. They have two long twisted horns on
their foreheads. From the side, these horns look like
only one.
These animals can go for long periods of time
without drinking since they get water from the plants
they eat. Perhaps a creature that could live "without"
water seemed magical to the people who lived before
the unicorn myth.
Those people only had ships to travel with.
Imagine going to a strange country and seeing these
strange animals. The stories they brought back home
must have seemed more like fantasy than reality to
their friends and families.

The Rhino
Rhinoceroses are shy, rarely seen, plant-eating animals. They live in Africa and Asia. Although they have
two horns on their snouts, one is small and hard to
see. Sometimes rhinos use this horn as defense. Some
cultures believe that these horns cure disease, just as
some believe the unicorn's magical horn cures disease and stops poison. When travelers first came home
with their rhinoceros tales, their friends and families
must have pictured strange creatures. Have you ever
played 'Telephone, the game where you whisper a
secret into a friend's ear, who tells another ear, and on
I
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Imagine traveling across the sea for the first time
and seeing an animal you've never seen before: a big
greyish colored creature with a long twisted horn on
its head. If you spoke Latin, you would call this creature
a unicornis, uni meaning one and cornis meaning horn. If
you were Greek you would call it monoceros, with mono
meaning one and ceros meaning horn.
Long ago, whales were hunted for their oils and
meat. Finding one with a horn was probably strange for
whale hunters. It's possible that they brought the horns
home to prove that mythical, one-horned animals really
did exist, which of course, they did: But probably not
the way people imagined them.
Since horses are very old creatures, and used by
many cultures around the world, people likely used
them as a basis for an unknown animal. A long-nosed
plant eater: both rhinos and horses have long snouts. A
hoofed creature: both oryxes and horses have hooves.
Finally, a genuine horn from a narwhal proved the existence of "unicorns."
Any of the animals above can be called a unicornis
or "with one horn." Stories, like secrets, have a way of
becoming stretched out of shape. Translations, overworked imaginations and a lack of details helped form
the image of the unicorn we have today.

-Kellee Kranendonk, author, New Brunswick, Canada.
Illustrations by Mindy Cooper, Oregon.
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I2lttle /I1lSS /I1u~~et Seatzches the We6
Little Miss MI~fJet Searches the U1eb
Little Miss MI~et sat 011 her tu.fJet
Eating her ClIrds and Iflhey,
Along callie a spider and sat dOl/In beside her
AndIrightened Miss Mu.fJet alflay.

in the insects. So I'll read the next
paragraph. Let's see, the Pedipalps."

fter this dreadful and frigh.tening experIence, LIttle MISS
Muffet quickly ran to her home as fast
as she could run. Now poor Little Miss
Muffet had a bad case of arachnophobia. She really
needed to get over it because Jim, the second of
TIle TIlree Little Pigs, was going to have a party in
exactly a week, and the theme was "Spiderman."
Now Little Miss Muffet really wanted to
go to Jim's party, so there wassmly one more
thing to do. She turned on her computer and
searched the "web" until she found a site called,
don'tbescaredofspiders.com.
"This web site is absolutely amazing," thought
Little Miss Muffet. It had all the facts she would
need. For example, one of the facts, written in bold
print at the very top of the page, said: Spiders are
not insects.
"Wow," said Little Miss Muffet, "I've got to
learn more!" Then she scanned the page until she
saw Facts about Spiders. And on the top of the list
was a diagram of the two main body parts of a spider, the abdomen and the cephalothorax.
Now there was no stopping Miss Muffet. She
was going to overcome her fear and learn a lot
about spiders. So, she started reading more.
Her next question was: How and where do
spiders spin webs? Wey, the spider spins its web
with little things called spinnerets in the very back
of their abdomen. The spinnerets spin silk that is
a liquid till it hits oxygen. This silk, for its size, is
about as strong as a steel bar.
"That is totally amazing and really cool," said
Little Miss Muffet, who was really excited to learn
more about the mouth and head.
"First, I'll start by reading about the fangs," said
Little Miss Muffet. It said: The fangs inject venom
into the prey or insect. "Oh, no, I can't read that.
All I need to know is that the fangs put venom

A
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Pedipalps are little things that
stick out by the fangs on the side of
the mouth. They are used to hold
prey while sucking out its blood.
Little Miss Muffet also read that
the legs are connected to the head
and chest also known as the cephalothorax. And, spiders can have two to eight eyes,
but the most common number is 6 or 8 eyes. Most
spiders have blurred vision compared to ours.
The web site said, "Remember most spiders are
small and you're bigger, so there is not any reason
to be scared of spiders!"
"Wow," thought Little Miss Muffet, "Maybe
they are right. There is not a reason to be scared
of spiders. I'm bigger than most spiders, and I bet
most spiders are probably scared of me."
Then Miss Muffet heard her belly rumble and
realized how late it was. So, she went to the pantry
to get more curds and milk. She looked up and saw
a big spider in a tipped over basket, looking right
at her! Miss Muffet jumped back in fright, but
then she remembered what she had just read on
the web. She simply reached up next to the spider,
grabbed her curds and milk, and closed the pantry
door. That's when Miss Muffet absolutely knew she
was ready for Jim's party.
The party was amazing and Little Miss Muffet
had a wonderful time. They played pin the tail on the
donkey and many other games until it was time for
the cake and presents. Jim opened his first present
which turned out to be an action figure of superhero, Spiderman. That's what she was scared of?
The next time she was
e.ating curds and whey,
along came a spider who
sat down beside her, and
Little Miss M uffet said,
"Isn't it a beautiful day!"
-Elizabeth C. Stottlemyre,
Age 10, Washington.
Illustration: Paula Gregovich.
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HealtL

Ro~k§!

G

uess the most common ingredient found in
our modern, prepared and packaged foods
(soda pop, candy, ice creams, cakes, breakfast cereals, to
name a few) that we buy in stores, or make for desserts
and consume plenty of, everyday?
Did you know that this substance, found naturally in many fruits, vegetables and plants (beets, carrots,
sugar cane, for example) is a necessary and unavoidable
part of a healthy human diet?
But in the last five decades or so, we have begun
using it in excessive amounts. An average American
person consumes 22 teaspoons of added sugar each day.
That's about 100 pounds or 22 Kilograms of sugar each
year! I visited several web sites and discovered an array
of health conditions attributed to over-consumption
of this substance. I wondered why the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration chooses not to control the percentage of sugar that can be added to processed foods.
(I can make a similar case for the excess use of common salt in snacks!)
Read ingredients listed on the packaging labels
before you buy things for your family-from breads,
breakfast cereals, crackers, frozen pizza, sauces, soda
cans, soups, to TV dinners. The excess sugar enters our
body through processed foods in various forms and disguises such as sucrose, fructose, glucose, dextrose, corn
syrup, high fructose corn syrup, white sugar, brown
sugars, honey, dried fruit, juice concentrates and malt,
for example.
Many of our modern day illnesses and issues-from
cancer and diabetes to obesity and premature agingcould be linked to our over-consumption of sugar. You
must have heard that cavity and tooth decay has been
linked to excessive candy, sweets and sugar intake. But
there is much more to it. Here is a short list of health
problems that could be attributed to this sweet and
addictive substance• Suppressing our immune system.

A Sweet Deal? A Guide for Parents!
• Increasing systoic blood pressure and contributing to
obesity and weight gain, diabetes and osteoporosis.
• Causing liver cells to divide, increasing the liver size.
• Speeding up the body's aging process, causing wrinkles and grey hair.
• Tooth decay and resulting periodontal (gum) disease.
• Causing drowsiness and decreased physical activity
after a heavy dose of the sweet stuff.
• Reducing helpful high-density cholesterol (HDLs)
and increasing the harmful cholesterol (LDLs).
• Causing hypoglycemia and hypertension.
• Increasing the amount of fat in the liver
• Increasing kidney size and produce pathological
changes in it; increasing body's fluid retention.
Too much sugar in our bodies contributes to a
weakened defense against bacterial infection. It can
cause kidney damage and increase the risk of coronary
heart disease. Sugar also increases bacterial fermentation in the colon. It may lead to chromium and copper
deficiency.
Sugar consumption often interferes with absorption of calcium and magnesium. It produces an acidic
stomach and raises adrenaline levels in children.
Too much sugar can also cause increased food
allergies and contribute to eczema in children. It stresses the pancreas, causing damage and compromises the
lining of the capillaries. Over consumption of sugary
products can cause headaches, including migraines, and
an increase in delta, alpha and theta brain waves, which
can alter the mind's ability to think clearly. Finally, it
can also cause hormonal imbalance in our bodies.

• Contributing to anxiety, depression, concentration
difficulties, crankiness and hyperactivity in kids.

So, how do we wean ourselves off this addictive
substance? Slowly and gradually, of course. Read the
labels on packaged foods your family buys and have
a discussion how you can reduce the consumption of
those' foods. Any conventional cookbook recipes that
you try cooking with at home, you can safely reduce
the sugar amount by half or more. Eat smaller portions
of sweets. Instead of soda pop or juice drinks, eat fresh
fruit, small servings of fresh juices and lots of water!

• Increasing significantly the triglycerides as well as
blood glucose and cholesterol levels.

You can visit many web sites such as: hubpages.com/hub/
The-Impact-Of-Sugar-Your-Health to learn more details.

• Upsetting our body's mineral balance.
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Health Rocks! continued
Winter Fitness
During the snowy and rainy months, you might
not feel like or be able to do much outdoor exercise.
But with the right attitude, winter exercise can even
be fun. To maintain a comfortable temperature, dress
in layers. Wear a light-weight, breathable jacket with a
water and wind-proof outer layer. It gets dark earlier,
so be safe in the dark. You should keep a light on your
bike or gear, and always run in a direction that you
can see oncoming cars. Don't forget to keep drinking water. When it's icy, do not go outside to exercise.
Icy weather presents too much of a risk of slipping or
getting in an accident. And, if you can, bring a friend!
It makes your workout more interesting, and is good
safety decision.

Stretching
Maintaining body and muscle flexibility is an
important factor in overall health. Stretching has many
proven benefits, such as:
• Reduced muscle tension • Improved circulation
• Pain reduction and management • Maintenance of
flexibility of motion as we age
However, there is no conclusive evidence that
stretching will either prevent injury, stave off muscle
soreness, or improve performance in conjunction with
aerobic exercises.
The key to using stretching to benefit physical fitness is to incorporate it into a "warm-up." William
Meller, a physician and associate professor of evolutionary medicine at the University of California at
Santa Barbara, says that you should spend three to five
minutes warming up before you exercise. Raising your
heart rate and body temperature prevents injury and
improves performance by getting your metabolism
going, your blood flowing and nerves firing.

• Cell Phones and Texting: Dangerous Distractions!
To increase road safety on roads, British laws now
ban using a hand-held phone to read or to compose
texts while driving. It is considered a "gross avoidable
distraction" the equivalent of driving while drunk Qr
high on drugs. Most European countries and a few
American states have also made it illegal to drive while
using hand-held cell phones.
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• Obesity plays a larger role in life expectancy,
according to coauthor Allison B. Rosen, assistant
professor of Internal Medicine at the University of
Michigan. Even though Americans are smoking fewer
cigarettes, the body-mass indexes (BMI) of Americans
are going up. These increases in obesity have overtaken
the positive impact of decreased smoking in the nation.
• About 16 percent of U.S. children and adolescents
(9 million) are overweight; 70% of them will become.
obese as adults. In Canada, some 26% of kids, ages 2-17
are overweight. Schools cutting back on physical education, sedentary lifestyles and unhealthy eating habits
are leading to larger waistlines and bodies in our kids.

• While speaking on the Environmental Virtues
of a Vegetarian Diet, James E. McWilliams, author
of Just Food, and a fellow in Agrarian Studies at Yale
University, noted that the livestock industry, as a result
of its reliance on corn and soy-based feed, accounts for
over half the synthetic fertilizers used in the country.
Thus meat eating contributes more than any other
sector to marine dead zones. It consumes 70% of the
water in the American West-water so heavily subsidized that if irrigation supports were removed, ground
beef would cost $35 a pound. Livestock accounts for
over 21% of greenhouse-gas emissions globally, more
than all forms of transportation combined. Domestic
animals consume about 70% of all the antibiotics produced in the country. It also takes a gallon of gasoline
to produce a pound of conventional beef. Last but not
the least, if all the grain fed to animals went to people,
you could feed over 2 billion people!
• Sexual and Reproductive Health: Research from
the Guttmacher Institute, a leading authority on sexual
and reproductive health worldwide, finds ·that in the
United States 13% of teens have sex by age 15, and
more than 70% teens are sexually active by age 19.
Talking with teens about safe sex should be top priority for parents this holiday season, according to Robert
Moore of TeezITNow.col1l. Many parents are afraid to
talk to their teens, and teens are unlikely to ask parents
for information and help in sexual decisions. If parents
want their teens to feel comfortable, they need to be
the ones to open the door. Safe sex reduces the risks of
AIDS, other STDs and unwanted pregnancies.
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Have You Ever Eaten Rice?
Have you ever eaten rice?
White rice, brown rice, long rice, short rice,
Sometimes with spice and sometimes with a plush price
The petite size of one little grain does not fill you in
But I assure you it's healthy and sure to get you wins.
When it's cooked alone with water the softness squishes
and tastes plain
When opened from a package the hard rice crunches and
can hit you like pain
The callous and elongated cycle needed to accomplish
this food is truly magnificent and cool
The farming, the machine work, the workers and the land
all the work they performed will make you drool.
Rice pudding and rice cakes, rice squares and rice salad,
they are all from this grain
A natural item made from water, sunlight and rain
How people created more and more recipes with rice is
truly magical and makes people have an I-did-good look
on their face
Where can you find rice? Right here, earth is the place.
In Asia, Africa and Australia rice is there
helping to feed us all
Whether you're in the West
or taking a rest
you'll always have sometime to eat
rice and have a ball
White rice, brown rice, long- or
short-grain rice,
Have you ever eaten rice?

-Rachel VV<Jng, 11, Alberta, Canada.

Believe it or not...I'm a Dragon Girl
In the hazy world
of my dream
I often saw heran extraordinary figure with
a pair of searching eyes partly covered by long hair
in an attempt to push open
a black door in the stone wall
through which she passed one moony night
leaving a small box of sandalwood
in which I found
a tiny jade dragon
so delicate and remote
whose eyes shine bright
in the dark

I was born in the year of dragon
like my grand-mother
with shining eyes
and a strong will
to push open
all heavy doors
in life
Believe it or notI'm a dragon girl
some day
I'll fly high dancing in the sky

It is a long cultural tradition
th.at Chinese regard themselves as
descendents of dragons. In ancient
Chinese mythology, dragon could
fly in the sky without wings.
-Connie Zhang, 13, Ohio.
February 14th marks the
beginning of the Year of Tiger in
the Chinese Zodiac. -editors.
Jan. - Feb. 2010
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gasped when my friend dangled a meal worm
between her thumb and her index finger and
offered it to me as a mid-morning snack.

I

I could never, I thought. ..
Even though Supphatra and I speak different languages, we find that we can talk in smiles. She showed
up at my door this morning with two large cloth shopping bags and a timid grin. I grabbed a bag, nodded,
and we walked to Chatuchak market. I was glad to
have a friend in Thailand.
Since our family moved to Bangkok six months
ago, I had learned many things. In Thailand, all parents
give their children a nickname, a chue-len, and it is often
cute or funny. Supphatra's nickname is Kitty. My name
is Anna, but Kitty calls me "Lek Lek," which means
'very small.'

"Alay Maaf" she exclaimed. My Thai teacher had
taught me that this meant "delicious!" although I wasn't
too sure of that. I stepped back as Supphatra selected
several insects which the vendor placed in a small paper
bag. Then, I watched in shock as Supphatra lifted a
small grasshopper to her mouth. The insect made a
popping sound as she bit down. She closed her eyes
and smiled contentedly. I felt queasy. I didn't try the
meal worm that she offered me either.
On our walk home, Supphatra turned to me. She
motioned a spoon nearing her
mouth, pointed at me, then at her
house and asked "Lek Lek, dinner?" Her eyes took on a pleading
expression as she waited. Images
of all the unusual foods that we'd
just bought came rushing at me-not to mention the bugs. I looked
down at my feet. "I... 1... have to
ask my Mom, Kitty." I stammered.

We wove our way through
the bustling Thai marketplace.
Supphatra clutched a grocery list
from her mother. Her other arm
was locked around my elbow in
a protective grasp. Canopies and
awnings extended out from all
the stalls, making me feel like I
was being led around a maze of
underground tunnels. It was so
exciting! We dodged people, potholes and pools of murky water.
Busy shoppers laughed and haggled over prices.
Every now and then,
Supphatra would stop and buy
something from a vendor. I only
recognized a few of the foods:
fruit like Rambutans and several
herbs like sweet basil and mint.
Rambutans look like small red
and green apples covered with
strange bristles. When Supphatra peeled off the shell,
the fruit inside was white and sweet. We giggled as we
ducked in and out of narrow aisles. She also picked
up some meats, curry powder and some very unusual
looking vegetables. I've never been very brave when it
comes to trying new foods. I hoped that my mom was
making spaghetti for dinner tonight.
All of a sudden, Supphatra picked up the pace and
flashed me a playful smile. She led me to a small cart
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deep within the maze of vendors. I smelled something
both sugary and smoked. It was different from the pungent smells of curries and the sweet aroma of steamed
rice that had crossed our paths earlier. I cringed when
my eyes came to rest on an assortment of roasted bugs
atop the cart. I could see grasshoppers, crickets, meal
worms, bumblebees and beetles. Supphatra giggled.

I raced home. Of course my
Mom would say yes, but what
would I possibly tell Kitty? I
couldn't speak Thai well enough
to explain that the dinner menu
terrified me. And I hated the idea
of lying to her. I paced back and
forth across my bedroom floor.
I looked out my window at
Supphatra and her brother kicking a soccer ball in their yard. I
headed towards them.
'.'Kitty, my mom said 'no' .. ." I lied. Supphatra's
shoulders sank. A pained expression came over her face,
but she forced a smile.
I slowly walked back towards my house. I'm a
terrible friend, I mumbled. I thought back to when
Supphatra and I first met. We couldn't speak to one
another, but we spent hours riding our bikes together
in the neighborhood. I loved being her friend.

Skipping Stones
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* * Kimchee Making * *

A

I knew what I had to do. After getting permission, I ran towards her house and knocked on the door.
Supphatra opened it, throwing her arms around me.

The rest of Kitty's family was already seated at the
table. I smiled weakly at my friend. A large bowl loaded
with steamed rice was passed around first. Timidly, I
scooped a little onto my plate, followed by some curried meats and vegetables. Next, a papaya salad and a
clear noodle dish called Yam Woonsen came around. A
trickle of nervous sweat made its way halfway down
my forehead before I soaked it up with the back of my
hand. My heart thumped wildly in my chest. When I
looked at Supphatra, she smiled at me encouragingly. I
took a deep breath and let the air out again very slowly.
I scooped up a giant spoonful of curried vegetables
and rice and popped it in my mouth. The flavors made
my taste buds jump! To my surprise, the meat curries
were only a little spicy. The papaya salad was both peppery and sweet, with a hint oflime. It was my favorite.

"Aloy Maaf" I exclaimed out loud. Supphatra's family laughed.
When Supphatra offered me a beetle after dinner, I
politely shook my head 'no', but grinned ear to ear as I
watched her and her brother gobble down the insects.
"How about dinner at my house tomorrow, Kitty?"
I asked her, making accompanying hand gestures. She

suddenly stopped eating, and her eyes grew as wide as
Ral11butalls.
I was sure that she had never tried spaghetti.

-Ingrid Sweeney Bookhalller is a Citizen if the World f
Ingrid was born in Ottawa, Canada. Her mother is from
the Netherlands and her father is French Canadiall. She
spent part of her childhood in Paris, France, and has lived
and taught in Belgium, Norway and 77Miland. She resides
in Pennsylvania with her husband and three childrw, two if
1ll/1OI11 lllere born in Bangkok, lllhere the story is set.
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cris P wind blew loose and crunchy leaves
through the air as children ran home from
school. Everyone, young and old, knew what autumn
brought to Korea. The sweet scent of fresh cabbages
and radishes wafted through the air while red hot
peppers burned as they were minced in the kitchen.
Seasonings were brought out; salt, sugar, scallions, as
well as clean-tasting pine nuts. All spices, savory and
sweet, came together to make kil11chee, the food of
Korea, served at every festival, at every gathering, and
every meal. Kimchee-making days were ones of equality, when the women of the house sat side-by-side with
the servants, everyone's hands bright pepper-red from
mixing and mashing.

Young children lingered hopefully around the
women, hoping for a sugary bit of radish or garlic as
a special treat. The little ones were lucky, but the rest
refrained themselves, for kimchee was properly eaten
heavily fermented. After making the kimchee, the time
came to layer it in huge terra-cotta pots. Packing
down the vegetables, everyone took deep breaths,
savoring the smell they wouldn't smell again for weeks.
Then the pots were buried deep into the rich soil,
where the spices eventually seeped through the cabbage, leaving a distinct fiery taste.
Then, the time came to wait.
The kil11chee, a classic component
of Korean cuisine, was snug m
the earth, at least for now.

-Elizabeth Rosenbaum,
10th grade, Korean American,
Maryland. "I consulted both my
mother and grandmother when
writing Kimchee Making.)}
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Dumplings

, 'Here, fold it like this," says my mom
patiently. She spoons out some of the pork
and leek mixture onto the dumpling wrapper and
presses. It's a perfect half-moon, elegantly crimped
at the top. I furtively wipe my flour-caked hands
on my jeans while fighting the urge to hide my
own pile. They're broken and crooked with filling
leaking out of the edges. "Maybe I should stop. I'm
ruining them," I say. My mom just shakes her head,
saying, "Your aunt will like the ones you make the
best." I roll my eyes in response.
Today, my Aunt Shirley visits from China.
I haven't seen her for eight years. Neither has
my mom, who has lived in this country for over
twenty years and now speaks almost exclusively in
English. We're supposed to be preparing the welcome dinner but I think my mom could do without my bumbling help.
I sigh and lean back in my chair asking, "How
do I say aunt again?" My mom says "Xiao Yi,"
which sounds like "Shaw-ee" to me. I repeat clumsily, once, twice, three times. My mom gives me a
proud smile but I'm pretty sure I sound more donkey than Chinese. My clumsy American tongue
fumbles on the four different tones in Mandarin
so I decide it's safest to stick with Aunt Shirley's
American name.
"She should be here any minute," my mom
says nervously while fiddling with her cooking
apron. We drop the dumplings, mine included,
into a pot of boiling water and wash our hands. I
stand in front of the mirror, wondering what my
Aunt will think when she first sees me. My hair is
light brown, and my eyes are hazel. Try as I might,
I can't see a speck of Chinese blood in my features,
except for my almond-shaped eyes. I wonder if she
is going to recognize me.

breaks into a huge smile and she embraces me.
My Aunt Shirley could have been the twin of my
mother. They have the same short black haircut,
small stature, black-rimmed glasses, and oval face.
They're standing together now, talking in rapid and
incomprehensible Mandarin, their faces glowing
identical with happiness.
We rush her to the dinner table, where there
are six or seven courses waiting. During dinner,
she continually leans over, taking my face in her
hands, kissing my cheeks. I don't mind and smile.
We eat our way through the white rice, tofu, stirfried vegetables, noodles, kung pao chicken, and rice
congi. Then comes the dumplings. I watch embarrassed as a few of my mutilated dumplings make
their way into my aunt's bowl. My mom is talking
in Chinese again. Suddenly my aunt is beaming.
"You make jiao zi?" She asks in broken English,
pointing at the dumplings. "The bad ones." I say.
She seems to know what I mean, and lifts one with
her chopsticks, placing it in her mouth. She mostly
eats the ripped ones, the ones I made. She looks
happier with each bite.
After dinner, she hands me a red and gold
envelope filled with money and a green jade necklace. I hardly know how to express my gratitude,
but I say "Thank-you, Aunt Shirley" in English.
"Bu ke qi," she replies. We're silent, looking at each
other, unable to communicate any further. A wave
of sadness passes over me, that I can't understand
Chinese, that I've never earnestly tried to connect
with my mother's culture, that I haven't seen this
woman for so long; I know so little.. I wondered
how it would be with my children, who would
most likely be a quarter Chinese and would know
even less than I do. Suddenly, I wanted, needed to
be able to share my culture for generations. "Xie
Xie; Xiao Yi," I say it again, this time translating
to horribly accented Mandarin. Then I embraced
my Xiao Yi. For once, I didn't just feel American. I
know now that half of me is Chinese and always
will be.

There's only time to brush my hair and try to
air out the heavy smell of soy sauce from the house
before the doorbell interrupts me. I feel nervous
as I rush to the front door and yank it open. My
mom follows close behind, smoothing back her
-Meagan Nolan, 15, California. "I only speak English,
hair while my dad rises to greet our guest. "Ah, VVcli
Sheng Nu!" The face of the woman at the door' but am currently trying to learn Chinese. I love to write. ))
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Burgers in Beijing
call this photo, "Burgers
in Beijing." It is of
the "Golden Arches" near
a Chinese-styled building. I believe the view of the
McDonald's and traditional
Chinese building is very multicultural because it shows the
American and Chinese cultures
blending together.

l

I took this photo last summer on a trip to China with my
family. I am half Puerto Rican
(Dad) and half Cuban (Mom).
We went on a study abroad
tour with my Chinese professor and a group of her college
students from the University of
South Florida. I enjoy learning
about other cultures a lot. We speak Spanish at home,
and I study Mandarin Chinese on the weekends. Even
though I ate Chinese food most of the time, it was fun
to see McDonald's in Chinese characters.
Sometimes in life, we feel left out, ignored or out
of place. This can happen when there is a group of
one nationality and you're different. This happened to
me for an unexpected reason when I was in China.
I was in the Forbidden City when a girl came to me
and tried to grab my hair. Her mother came up with
a lot of other friends and asked me to hoist up the
toddler for a picture. I obliged. That's how my life as
a "Chinese movie star" began. Another time, my parents wanted to make a call, and they needed to have
a phone card for the public telephones in Beijing. My
mom saw two teenagers using a phone card, and asked
them how to buy and use one. They said they would
help us, but joked they would only do so if they could
get a picture with me. Although the many people and
families I met were very nice, sometimes it felt like I
was getting barraged by paparazzi.
I was not accustomed to this because am just
an average kid (I'm not really a famous person), and
in my Chinese language school all the people were
used to seeing non-Asians on a daily basis. For two
Jan. - Feb. 2010

years I attended Mandarin
Chinese classes at the
Tampa Bay Chinese School
in Southwest Florida. It is
run by parents and families
who are from China or are
Chinese Americans. There,
nobody was snapping pictures
of me walking in the hallway
or drinking from the water
fountain, so I was surprised
by how so many of the locals
were treating me with curiosityin Beijing.
When I photographed
the Chinese McDonald's sign,
I felt there is always a bit of
home where you travel, no
matter how far. Now I wonder how Chinese people feel when they travel to
America and see a Chinese food place.
-Nick Hernandez, 11, Florida.

Clothes thrown on the floor.
Can't even find the door.
Dust on the wall.
Not a pretty sight from the hall.
The sweeper needs to sweep the dust.
This is a definite must.
I must make the bed.
I won't be a lazy head.
Clean the closet out.
While I clean I will not pout.
There will be a mess.
Try to keep going.
Do your best.
Finally the mess is gone.
It will return.
It won't be long.

Skipping Stones

-Madison Murchak, 8th grade, Pennsylvania.
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early 400 years ago on the west coast of
Ireland, the land was beautiful, lush and
green. The towns along the coast were bustling and
full of eager fisherman. The dark blue waters were
filled with healthy fish, including tuna, brown trout
and salmon. One particular fishing town on the
Irish coast is known as Claddagh. Claddagh is an
old, ancient fishing village just outside the city of
Galway.

N

One day, long ago in the
Bay of Galway, a fishing boat
departed from the tiny village.
Unfortunately, the ship was
captured by sea-faring pirates
within hours. The greedy pirates
held the Irish crew captive.
Soon, several of the crew members were sold as slaves across
the European continent. One
member of the crew, Richard
Joyce, was sold to a Turkish
goldsmith, thousands of miles
away from his home of Ireland.
Richard Joyce had just gotten married the week the vessel was taken over by
pirates. His new bride was waiting at home, worried about his safety. During the time Richard was
held captive, he never once forgot his beloved wife.
On occasion, Richard would find a small scrap of
gold along the edges
of the floors he swept.
The Turkish goldsmith
was quite wealthy and
certainly would not
miss a small particle of
gold.

?

With these small
bits of gold, Richard
crafted a unique ring
for his young bride. It
was a special gold ring,
displaying two hands
reaching toward one
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another. Together, the hands held a central heart.
Atop of the heart was a small crown. Richard sat
and stared longingly at his creation. He wished to
be by his wife's side. He dreamed of giving her the
ring and watching a warm smile spread across her
gentle face.
With patience and virtue, Richard prayed and
longed to return home. Images
of his wife gave him hope for
the future. And after many,
many years, Richard earned
his freedom and returned to
his home in the fishing village
of Claddagh. He was overjoyed when he found that his
wife had never given up hope.
She waited for him for years
and years, always believing he
would return to her. On the
evening Richard walked onto
the front step, he gave her the
ring and a long kiss. They were
never to be separated again.
Today, the Claddagh ring is
famous. Many people use it as a wedding ring or as
a ring of friendship. When it is worn on the right
hand and the crown is turn inward, the heart is
open and seeking love or friendship. And when the
crown is turned outward, it shows there is a special commitment to
someone. However,
when it is worn on
the left hand, with
the crown turned
outward, a commitment has been
made. Truth, love and
friendship are said to
reign forevermore.
-Story and illustrations by Jeanette Moore,
educator, New York.
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Two Friencls

R

avi and Shekhar studied in the same class of a
school. Both were intelligent, but in different
ways. Ravi was with his book always-always a bookworm. Shekhar was almost always in the playground and
hardly ever seemed to be studying.
But after every exam when results were announced,
Shekhar always came first in the class, and Ravi, always
behind him. However much he tried, Ravi could not
surpass Shekhar. He did not realize that his constant
thinking of Shekhar spoilt his concentration. Though
he was constantly studying, he could not perform well
He also did not realize that he was becoming jealous of Shekhar. Instead of trying to concentrate and
score more, he was plotting to tarnish Shekhar's name
with the school teachers.
On one occasion, in an oral test in general knowledge, the teacher asked, "Who is India's President
today?" Ravi swiftly got up and blurted out, "Abdul
Kalam, Sir." The teacher angrily gestured at him to sit
down. Then Shekhar stood up and said, "Mrs. Pratibha
Patil." The teachers smiled and said, "That's right, keep
it up, Shekhar." The class applauded. Ravi knew the
answer, but in his urgency to be ahead of Shekhar he
blurted out the wrong answer. This time Ravi became
jealous and unbearably hurt.
He remembered that the next day was Tamil test.
So, during the break when nobody was in the class, he
stole Shekhar's Tamil book and hid it in his bag. When
school was over, Shekhar went back home as usual,
. where he played with his neighbors for a long time.
When in the night he looked for his Tamil book to
study, he could not find it, but he did not panic. He sat
back and recalled all that his teacher had taught in the
class, reciting the lessons by memory and went to sleep.
Next day during the exam, Ravi (who thought
Shekhar will cry or plead for an excuse) noticed that
Shekhar was confidently writing.
When the grades were announced, Shekhar once
again had top scores. Ravi felt very guilty and extremely ashamed. How could he steal another's book? How
could he be jealous of Shekhar, who was naturally brilliant? Ravi made up his mind.

Shekhar's books and that he felt "ashamed of what he
had done." He thought he was going to be punished.
He was surprised to notice the teachers smiling.
The teachers patted him on the back and advised,
"Remember, competition should remain healthy, but
should not grow out of jealousy. Progress cannot grow
out of jealousy." Embracing Ravi, the teachers turned
to the class and said, "One needs great strength of mind
to accept one's own mistakes. It takes courage to be
honest. Ravi is a wonderful
boy. I am as much proud to
have Ravi in my class as I
am to have Shekhar.
The whole class stood
up as Ravi apologized to
Shekhar, and the teacher
embraced them both.
-R. Es'1f Khan, grade 4,
Chennai, India.

Alone
Why doesn't anyone notice me?
I am sitting right here.
Am I invisible?
They don't pay attention.
They don't talk to me.
They are laughing hysterically.
I want to be a part of that, too.
I am so nervous I can't talk.
My words are trapped in my head like an animal in a cage.
I am waiting to find a friend,
Someone to talk to,
Someone to make me feel better.
Why don't I belong?
This isn't fair.
Lonely, little, lesser...
That is how I feel
Why doesn't anyone notice me?
I am sitting right here.
Just sitting right here waiting for a friend.
Waiting to feel less ... Alone.

He went to his teachers and related how he stole
Jan. - Feb. 2010
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-Emma Walker, 14, Pennsylvania.
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Echoes From Beneath...

A Native Legendfrom the Lake Superior Region of Canada

is heart beats wildly. His legs quake, threatening to break apart the very rock on which
he stands. The ground shakes as the enormous, powerful giant strides purposefully over the layers and layers
of rock. He comes closer, so close that the hunted can
taste his fear which has now turned into terror. The
giant turns and looks. There is no more hiding.

H

Let me tell you of a famous native legend (a story
coming down from the past) known as the Legend of
Ouimet (pronounced Wi-met) Canyon. It happened a
long, long time ago-time when giants still roamed the
earth.
It is the story of Omett. He was a good, hard
working giant who was kind and gentle. Omett was
often called upon to help the great giant, Nanabijou.
Nanabijou, the Spirit of the Deep Sea Water, was one
of the many gods that served the great tribe of the
Ojibwe (pronounced Oh-jib-way) people. He could
raise and move mountains. He could also make new
mountains and new lakes and change waterways into
great falls, if it served the Ojibwe people.
Nanabijou had a daughter whose name was
Naiomi. He loved her greatly and was very protective
of her. She had great spirit-a trait that he was proud
of and admired. Naiomi brought him much joy and
happiness.
Nanabijou was not alone in his love for his only
daughter. Omett also loved her. On many occasions, he
would impress her with his great strength. Naoimi, in
turn, was falling in love with arnett.
One fateful day, arnett had been instructed to
move a particular mountain. He asked Naoimi to
come along with him and eagerly, she agreed. Trying
to impress her with his mountain moving ability, he
became careless. Suddenly, the top peak gave way,
crashing down, straight towards Naiomi. Desperately
he tried to get her out of the way, but did not succeed.
The large rock formation struck his beloved Naiomi,
killing her instantly. Terror overshadowed his grief. He
knew that Nanabijou would be full of wrath for his
carelessness and he would pay greatly. So he took her
body and hid it in a shallow lake, then covered it with a
rock shield.
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When Naiomi failed to return home, her father,
the Spirit of the Deep Sea Water went in search of her.
As he strode over the great rock shield, suddenly, he
stopped. Was it his imagination or did he actually feel
deep vibrations coming from under the rocks?
Quickly, snatching a large thunderbolt from the
sky, he thrust it into the rock beneath his feet. The rock
split apart from the force. There on the £loor of the
canyon was the body of Naoimi. Carefully lifting her
lifeless form, he gently carried her down to the deepest
part of the canyon £loor. There, he buried her.
In grief and rage he went in search of arnett. He
would not stop until he made arnett pay for the death
of his daughter. He turned and there he saw him, hiding in a rock crevice, shaking uncontrollably, terrorized.
Legend states that Nanabijou punished Omett by
turning him into stone. He then placed him on the
canyon wall, directly above where his daughter lay.
arnett, for all eternity, would watch over her grave.
Even today, as visitors from all over the world
visit Ouimet Canyon (located 30 miles northeast of
Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada), there is a great energy
of mystery and intrigue. Cool air will suddenly rise
from the £loor of the canyon, sending eerie chills over
those that are present. And if you look way across the
gorge to the far side, you will see a large rock column
standing out vividly from all the rest. Strangely enough,
it resembles the head of an Indian.

Did You Know?
• Ouimet Canyon is a large gorge located
approximately 30 miles northeast of Thunder
Bay, Ontario, Canada.
• The canyon is 330 feet deep, 490 feet wide and
about 1.2 miles long.
• Over a billion years ago the canyon was
fo~med, either by the weight of advancing glaciers, or the large volume of water released by
melting glaciers. Rain and wind continued to
erode the gorge into what it is today.
• There are rare Alpine £lowers and plants, especially beautiful, that grow in the canyon. They are
normally found 600 miles further north.

-Keri Lefave, retired police c1ficer, Thunder Bay, Canada.
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M

lbourne, Australia, Dec. 2009: "Smacking children should be made illegal throughout the
world," says Ms. Christine Dodd, coordinator of the
Churches NetllJOrk for No/!- Violence based in Great
Britain, at the Parliament of the World's Religions.
Ms. Dodd noted that corporal punishment infringes on
children's rights and dignity, as well as teaches them that
violence is a proper way to solve conflict and is on the
same continuum as serious abuse. There are much better ways of disciplining children.

Ms. Dodd explains, 25 nations have made all corporal punishment illegal, 24 nations have plans to do so
and another 146 have prohibited it in schools and penal
institutions. However, only three percent of the world's
children were legally protected from such violence in
all settings. Children enjoy human rights like the rest of
us. Children are not the property of parents. According
to Ms. Dodd, corporal punishment was often based on
misinterpretations of sacred texts.
imate change, indigenous rights and the West's
relationship with Islam were some of the topics
discussed at the Parliament of the lVorld's Religions,
which is the world's largest interfaith gathering. Held
in Australia early Dec. 2009, around 8,000 people from
80 countries represented a broad array of faiths at the
conference, including many leaders of the world's religions. Buddhist monks, rabbis and Hindu philosophers
were also present at this interfaith gathering, which
is convened every five years to bring different people
together to talk about their beliefs and share ideas.

C

Environmental sustainability, the eradication of
poverty and self-determination for indigenous groups
were also discussed over the six days of meetings.
During a special focus on Islam, the voices of moderate Muslims were heard. According to the Hindu Press
Intemational, the closing ceremony address was delivered
by the Dalai Lama.
',IlOusands of South African students marched
.1 through the streets of Cape Town demanding
school libraries. Since Mandela's multiracial government took charge over 15 years ago, education has
advanced. But the students aren't satisfied. They have
formed a Equal Education movement and are lobbying
for improvements in their schools. Their protests have
led to new windows and science teachers, among other
things. They are now requesting libraries with librarians. The students want more education and knowledge.
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avid Suzuki, the 2009 Honorary Award recipient,
said at the Right Livelihood Award press conference in Stockholm, Sweden, "Human beings have very
suddenly become a global force, affecting the physical,
chemical and biological features of the planet on a geological scale. But for most of human existence, we were
a local tribal animal. We have no mechanism to respond
to crises as a single species. Our borders and boundaries make no ecological sense. We have compounded
the problem by setting the economy (a human-created
system) above the principles and conditions of sustainability dictated by the biosphere (a natural system). We
have partied as if there is no tomorrow, using things up
and throwing them away without regard to the future.
Well, the party's over and we have to sober up, clean up
our mess, assess the situation and get on with acting for
a future."

7he United Nations Climate Conference in
.1 Copenhagen, Denmark, during December 2009,
catalyzed the eyes of the world to shift towards the
United States, gauging our commitment to a global
solution to the greatest challenge facing our planet.

Leaders from most nations, including President
Obama, will come together to forge an agreement
that will guide international action to reduce greenhouse gas pollution and lay the foundation for the 21st
Century's clean energy economy. In advance of his trip
to Copenhagen, President Obama has already made a
commitment to take on the climate crisis by curbing
the production of Carbon dioxide. The United States
has a crucial role to play in any international efforts
related to the climate crisis-including the dialogue
that continues in Copenhagen at the conference.
Former Vice-President and Nobel laureate Al Gore
remarks, "Our principles and our economic strength
have traditionally made us a leader in the world community-but we are also one of the largest emitters of
global warming pollution. For these reasons, the rest of
the w~rld expects we will also play a leadership role in
developing a climate agreement. Given the urgency of
the challenge that is before us, we can't wait any longer. Solving the climate crisis begins with action and
commitment, right here at home. The best way we can
prove our leadership and demonstrate that we are ready
to take meaningful action is by passing comprehensive
clean energy and climate legislation in Congress."

(NEWS compiled from various press releases and web sites.)
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How to Build Your Own Country by Valerie Wyatt,
illustr. Fred Rix (Kids Can Press). This colorful book
takes you through the steps of forming your own
country, like picking a name, and how to write a constitution. With bright pictures and interesting facts
about both real and imagined countries, this book can
spark your imagination and teach you something in the
process. Ages 8-12. ISBN 978-1-55453-310-7.
For A Girl Becoming by Joy Harjo, illustr. Mercedes
McDonald. (University if Arizon.a) Harjo shares a poetic
tale of a girl's journey through life, from birth to adulthood, with swirling images that portray personal and
spiritual growth. As she moves forward in her life, she
is reminded that she is cherished by her family and by
nature. The book illuminates the cycle of life and our
place in it. All ages. ISBN 978-0-8165-2797-7.
The Dog Who Loved Tortillas/La perrita que Ie
encantaban las tortillas by Benjamin Alire Saenz, illustr.
Geronimo Garcia. Dog lovers and tortilla lovers alike
will have a blast with this picture book. One day, Little
Diego and his sister Gabriela realize they each want
a dog of their own! When their parents let them go
to the pound to look for a dog, a little white puppy
with black spots is the perfect choice. Gabriela wishes
Sofie were all hers, and Diego wishes she were all his,
until something happens that unites the whole family
around their special pup. You will enjoy this bilingual
story in English, Spanish, or both. Ages 4-12. ISBN
978-1-933693-54-5.

The Day of the Pelican by Katherine Paterson.
(Clarion). Fifteen-year-old Meli Leshli has faced discrimination all her life. As an Albanian girl growing
up in Kosovo, she has always known that the Serbian
soldiers hate her family. After her brother is kidnapped,
Meli's family first flees to. the hills, then is forced into
cattle cars, dropped off at the border, and told to leave.
They finally escape to America, and Meli believes that
life will be good again. But will cruel words after the
September 11th events destroy Meli's hopes? Will Meli
be able to have pride in her heritage and her homeland? Age 12 to 17. ISBN 978-0-547-18188-2.
Science Q&A: Waste by Melanie Ostopowich.
(r#(gl). How much garbage do we throwaway? Is it
better to use paper bags or plastic bags? What is waste?
All of these questions and many more are answered in
this great book about resources we waste in the United
States. Ages 8-15. ISBN 978-1-60596-064-7.
My Papa Diego and Me / Mi papa Diego y yo
by Guadalupe Rivera Marin. illustr. Diego Rivera.
(Children's Book Press). Art by Mexican painter Diego
Rivera fill the pages of this book with lots of color
and light. His daughter, Guadalupe, comments on each
painting in both English and Spanish, offering memories of a childhood with a famous father. Ages 7-13.
ISBN 978-0-89239-228-5.

Namaste! by Diana Cohn, illustr. Amy Cordova.
(Stein.erBooks). Woven into this simple, gentle story
about honoring the sacred in each other are many
details of the daily life of the Sherpa families in Nepal.
Sherpas are agile porters that carry the supplies for
mountaineers on their quest for the tallest mountains in
the world. Ages 5 to 8. ISBN 978-0-88010-625-2.

The Yankee at the Seder by Elka Weber. illustr.
Adam Gustavson. (Tricycle Press). Jacob is disappointed when the Civil War ends just before the Passover
begins; now he'll never be a brave Confederate soldier. He can't believe his eyes when his mother invites
a Yankee corporal for the Seder dinner with them;
doesn't she know that he is the enemy? During dinner,
Jacob's family and their guest must learn to see beyond
their different political views and embrace the things
that unite them. Ages 6-10. ISBN 978-1-582-46256-l.

Journey of Dreams by Marge Pellegrino. (Frances
Lincoln). For the villagers in rural Guatemala, life has
become a nightmare. Tomasa's mother and brother
Carlos flee to escape the soldiers who are burning
homes, and Tomasa and the rest of the family escape
after they see their village attacked. They travel north,
trying to find Mama and Carlos, before they arrive in
the U. S.Ages 10-14. ISBN 978-1-84780-061-9.

The Tree That Time Built edited by Mary Ann
Hoberman and Linda Winston (Sourcebooks jabbenvocky).
This book is filled with over 100 poems that celebrate
science, prehistoric praise, the fields of wonder, some
primal termite, and more. These poems will inspire
you, challenge you, and offer you food for thought on
a variety of subjects. Comes with a CD of poetry selection. Ages 10 and up. ISBN 978-1-4022-2517-8.
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By Follllell DIA 11 bar, a former Peace Corps volullteer, is
Louisialla's academic adviser for charter schools, Illustrated by
Zarollhie Abdaliall, an artist from NellI Orlealls, stlAdying at
a IAlliversity ill California. To order copies of this ill afull color
bookJormat, e-mail: fldllllbar@;ox.llet.
She had eyes that could pivot and a curling tail,
And she could see every color without fail.
Orange, brown, magenta, and green There wasn't a color she hadn't seen.

The Color Inside
There once was a man who could not see
The world in color like you and me.
He could only see in black and white
You were wrong and he was right.
He didn't like people who weren't like him
His view of the world was narrow and dim.
But then one day, a chameleon came by,
In a tree on a limb, way up high.

When she saw the man, there was only black & white.
She fell from the tree in a dreadful fright.
"Where is your color?" she asked in distress.
"You're dull as a post, I have to confess!"
Continued on the back cover->

* Did You Know? Chameleolls are remarkable creatures! There are
over 135 dilferellt species <if these "earth lions," half <if I/lhich live 0/1
the islalld oj Madagascar. They are the 01111' lizards l/lith zygodactyle
Jeet. These stealthy arboreal illsect slayers have tOllgues as 10llg as
their bodies alld strollg prehellsile tails. l;flhile chameleons are 1I0ton'alAs Jar beillg able to challge their color, colltrary to poplAlar beliif, they
cannot display a limitless palette, Also, they do not do so to blend in
their environment. TbnperatlAre, light, alldlor mood control skin color
and challges most <iften c0I1111Jl.micate an emotional state-think of
lAS I/lhell l/le bllAsh, Ulllike most other lizards, they can see in color!
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By Folwell Dunbar. Art by Zarouhie Abdalian
Continued.from page 35...

"You reptilian beast, get back to your tree.
You belong with your kind and not with me."
She looked up at the man with grit in her eyes,
And began to transform and colorize...
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"Perhaps some red would give your anger more fire?
A touch and a dab is all it would require."
"Some passionate purple or melancholy blue I'm green with envy just looking at you."
"Or are you
and unwilling to fight
For the beauty beyond black and
?"
"Open your heart and release the color inside,
For we live in a world where all must reside!"

